AspenXDR
Digital Straight
Arm System

AspenXDR is an economical and space-efficient x-ray room;
designed for smaller imaging facilities looking to maximize their
dollars and floorspace.
Aspen XDR Has become one of the most commonly requested rooms
from urgent care and small imaging practices across the Americas,
as its high degree of flexibility makes nearly any view accessible,
and it’s single-column design allows for simplified installations (1-1.5
days), minimizing the need for costly room modifications.
As with all Aspenstate provided x-ray rooms, the ApenXDR is
assembled and pre-staged at our ISO 13485 facility in Plano, Texas.

PRODUCT FEATURES
•

The smallest footprint of any straight arm system: Less than 7 feet
tall, the system comfortably fits into rooms with 8’ ceilings

•

System dimensions: 51 (W) x 80 (H) x 41 (D)

•

Counter-balanced unit that can be smoothly positioned

•

Chin guard for enhanced patient comfort

•

Supports a 17x17 flat panel detector that doesn’t need to be
removed for any position, reducing the risk of handling a portable
wireless detector

•

LED touch screen displaying SID and Degrees

•

Fast motorized SID adjustment: 40” to 72”

•

Easy manual tube rotation +/- 90

•

Detector rotation +/- 45

TUBE HEAD & TOUCH
SCREEN DISPLAY
•

7 Ft. column height: one of the
most compact in the industry

•

A conveniently placed all-lock
release sensor is located on the
tube head handle, allowing the
operator to simple grab the handle
and unlock the system, to make
effortless adjustments

•

Column Movement:

A. SID: Motorized
B. Tube rotation: Manual, counterbalanced using the all-lock release
mechanism
•

Display with bright LCD screen on
the tube housing, displaying SID
and angle of tube rotation

•

Service engineer calibration mode
built into the display, offering
simplicity when installing the unit

Operator decreasing SID
using the positioning
buttons located beside the
touch screen.
The system responds with
highly accurate positioning,
using quiet motor driven
adjustment

AspenXDR service
menu

SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY
•

A wide range of movement, making nearly any examination possible
A. Detector tilting: +/- 45 °
B. Arm rotation: -30° - 120°
C. Tube rotation: +/- 90°

•

An optional portable patient table offered with our AspenXDR
system. Portable patient table adds more positions, and with a 520 lb
weight capacity, it is one of the most robust portable tables offered in the
market

•

Straight Arm Power Requirement: No need to worry about additional
power to operate the Aspen XDR, as the system plugs directly into a
residential power outlet

UNDER THE HOOD
•

Durable powder coated finish that will withstand beyond the life cycle of any
equipment any medical cleaning products

•

Powered by an ultra high frequency CPI CMP200DR
(32-80 kW), manufactured in Canada, with an installation base of over 60,000 x-ray
generators worldwide

•

X-ray tube: Canon Electron Tubes and Devices (140 kHu – 600 kHu), manufactured
in Japan, is one of the largest medical x-ray tube manufacturers globally

Low floor to beam height

OPTIONAL PRODUCTS
Mobile Table
•

Smooth, flat top table that can be used for
cross-table lateral and recumbent positioning

•

Lightweight, mobile patient table that is rated
for 520 lb

•

Individual locking casters

Energy Assist X-ray Generator:
•

Stored-Energy x-ray generator for clients that have less than optimal power at their building

•

Single Phase 15Amp 100-240 VAC +/- 10%

•

Advanced Capacitive Discharge operation to maximize energy usage and extend mAs techniques

•

Power Factor Correction for fast and efficient recharging of energy storage capacitors

Specifications
•

SID adjustment: 40” – 72”

•

Arm Rotation Angle: -30° - 120°

•

Vertical Travel: 400 - 1700mm

•

Bucky rotation: +/- 45 degrees

•

Vertical lift & carrier arm: electromagnetic braking

•

Power requirements: 4amps at 110-120VAC

•

Height: 80”

•

Width: 51”

•

Depth: 41”

Most compact dimensions in the industry

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS

OPTIONAL TABLE DIMENSIONS

*All dimensions in mm

Aspenstate is a Texas-based OEM providing complete imaging
solutions for x-ray distributors and custom designed, privatelabeled solutions for OEMs across the Americas.
Founded in 2015 by Jay Kim - an award-winning x-ray imaging
design engineer with various medical imaging patents - the
company has become one of the fastest growing Medical Imaging
companies, with offices in the United States, Canada and Mexico.
Aspenstate specializes in providing customers with our full suite of
radiographic x-ray systems, and is preparing the launch of a new
C-Arm product.

801 Jupiter Rd. Suite 200
Plano, TX 75074
Contact: Sales@Aspenstate.com
Website: www.Aspenstate.com

